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2. Fostering strategic ideas based on cooperation and innovative 
thinking
3. Providing a regional venue for collaboration and cooperation in 
dealing with critical issues in East Asia; and
4. Actively participating in regional debates and global conversations

With its international focus, ADRi believes that Philippine and 
regional security and development can be achieved through the 
cooperation of the public and private sectors.

ADRi traces its roots to the Stratbase Research Institute (SRI) 
established in 2004. SRI focused on providing strategic solutions to 
domestic governance, socio-economic, and other policy concerns. It 
aimed to contribute to Philippine development through research and 
responsive policy alternatives.

As SRI sought solutions, East Asia’s affairs frequently inserted 
themselves into the equation. There was and is a clear relation between 
domestic and regional affairs; movement in one reverberates in the 
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Introduction                          
Bad governance has led to a fragmented government, therefore effective governance 
matters. The crucial gaps and limitations in Philippine governance will be resolved 
by fortifying the multi-party system and institutionalizing holistic governance

Governance And Why It Matters                          
Strong institutions and good governance lead to the overall development 
of the country and involve an array of key governance actors

What Has Been Done: Trends and Gaps in Governance 
from Marcos to Duterte                          
Governance trends and gaps can be seen in light of the reforms, failed and 
ongoing in the areas of transparency and accountability, electoral politics, 
political party system, political participation, and populist politics

 Transparency and Accountability                 
 Electoral Politics 
 Political Party System
 Political Participation
 Populist Politics
               
Conclusion and Advocacies: 
Addressing the Historical Trends and Gaps in Governance 
Through Multiparty System and Holistic Governance
The country’s weak and personalistic political system can be best addressed with the 
establishment of a strong, programmatic multi-party system and a holistic 
governance that caters to general interests and needs of the public
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ABSTRACT

The paper is a concise assessment and snapshot of Philippine governance under 
seven presidents covering more than five decades. It is hoped that the limitation 
of space and time does not render injustice in gauging the state of political 
governance in the country. The appraisal encompasses key governance areas, 
among others: transparency and accountability; electoral politics; political party 
system; political participation; and populist politics. The study contends the 
following: the lengthy absence or inadequate mechanism and national policies 
in addressing transparency and accountability have not controlled nor resolved 
corruption in government; the country’s political institutions have been corroded 
by personality-based governance; the party system has been weakened by 
dynastic and clan-based electoral politics and non-principle/ideological based 
political parties; political participation has been hijacked by patronage politics 
and elitism; and populist politics has threatened and restricted democratic rule. 
Evidently, the historical demands for better governance have yet to be fulfilled 
after more than half a century. Overall, Philippine governance has divided 
national and local government along lines of personal, organizational, and 
political interests that consequently endangered national unity and nationhood. 
The paper suggests that transcending national and political divisions requires 
an enlargement of social and political structures and institutions that encourage 
the amplification of democratic rule through, among others, the adoption of 
policies that bolster a transparent and accountable government to address issues 
of graft and corruption; mass-based electoral system to reduce and neutralize 
the power of the elite, the privileged, and powerful; a resilient multiparty system 
based on platforms, programs, principles, and ideologies to fortify representative 
democracy; and the institutionalization of holistic governance to thwart and 
to impede the fragmentation of society. Unless radical structural, political, and 
electoral reforms are pursued, Philippine society will inevitably steer towards 
political decay and insulate the nation-state from the people it serves.
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In three Philippine constitutions – 1935, 1973, and 1987 – under which Presidents 
Marcos, C. Aquino, Ramos, Estrada, Arroyo, B. Aquino III, and Duterte ruled, 

the basic principle of Philippine governance has been laid down. Article 2, Sec. 
1 in all three Constitutions states: “The Philippines is a (democratic, added in 
the 1987 Constitution) republican state. Sovereignty resides in the people and 
all government authority emanates from them.” Philippine governance therefore 
establishes the democratic, free, and egalitarian relationship between the people, 
civil society, private sector, and the state; between the rulers and the ruled; or 
between the governors and the governed. Nevertheless, more than half-a-
century of governance under seven  presidents, the country hitherto needs to 
institutionalize the pillars of political development – mass participation on 
political affairs, stable and ideologically-coherent political parties, and unwavering 
interest groups (Buendia 2021).

Notably, the social transformation of the country involves societal and cultural 
change which is a consequence of economic growth and political advancement. 
In particular, better governance and political development, whichever form 
they take, entail structural change; a change that is incremental or dialectical, 
producing development besides periods of stasis. Frequently, better governance is 
one of the conditions for sustained economic development, prolonged rule of law, 
and the robust civil society. Still, the promise and commitment of every political 
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regime to provide the people and society with a rosy future remains elusive if not 
a continuing quest. The majority of the people in spite of the avowed and much-
publicized growing economy have not enjoyed the fruits of social development 
and social justice. Evidently, effective government matters. 

Against this backdrop, the paper is an attempt to assess and cull key and 
significant lessons on governance covering the political regimes of seven 
presidents, (from President Marcos to Duterte) on the areas of transparency and 
accountability, electoral politics, political party system, political participation, 
and populist politics. Towards the end of the paper, it argues that bad governance 
has led to a fragmented government. For this reason, it suggests the fortification 
of a multiparty system and institutionalization of holistic governance to fill in the 
crucial gaps and limitations in Philippine governance.

Governance and Why It Matters

There has been innumerable scholarly literature under the rubric of ‘governance’, 
as a variety of interpretations have been applied in differentiated contexts, 
capturing the imagination of scholars across a range of fields. Governance has 
gained greatest currency within the field of public policy and administration, 
and theories of governance have drawn attention to the complexity and inter-
connectedness of the policy terrain, yet the subject remains contested on 
numerous issues and questions (Andrews 2008).

In the most common current usage of the term, “governance” in international 
development literature, is seen as a move away from the usual government 
approach (a top-down approach which attempts to regulate the behaviour of people 
and institutions in quite detailed and compartmentalized ways) to processes in 
governing (which tries to set the parameters of the system within which people 
and institutions behave so that self-regulation achieves the desired outcomes). 
Conceptually, “governance” is the process of decision-making and how decisions 
are implemented/acted on (or not implemented/not acted on). Accordingly, a 
political process where power is derived, exercised, controlled, and allocated within 
and beyond the institutions of government. Following UNDP (1998) and Huther 
and Shah (1998), governance is defined as the exercise of economic, political, and 
administrative power in the management of the resource endowment of a state. 
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Though government and governance are often used interchangeably, these 
are impalpably different. As the “government” rules the state or local political 
community, “governance” pursues the defined goals in accordance with the 
proper functioning of a state’s or community’s socio-economic and political 
institutions. As a paradigm shift in the role of government, governance extends 
beyond the confines of, yet still predominated by, government. Drawing from the 
convergence of paradigms, governance bring together interweaving institutional 
and political economy factors that shape the economic and social development of 
the country. Moreover, governance can also be contextualized in the corporate, 
international, national and local level.

Additionally, the notion of “good governance” highlighted in the 1989 World 
Bank (WB) report on Sub-Saharan Africa, characterizes the crisis of governance 
in the region (WB, 1989). It underscored the persistence of widespread 
corruption in developing countries and the widespread lack of commitment 
among governments to address it. The WB assumes that if economic growth is 
achieved, political development inevitably follows. Thus, WB argues that political 
economy considerations should be given prominence. This political component 
of governance is evidently reflected in its original definition of the concept. 
Henceforth, governance has been defined by the WB as the way power is exercised 
in the management of a country’s economic and social resources for development 
(WB, 1991, p. 1).

Further, an analysis of governance focuses on the formal and informal actors 
and institutions involved in decision/policymaking and implementing the 
decisions/policies as well as on formal and informal structures created and or 
provided by the state or by power-wielding conventions designed to arrive at and 
implement decisions. Governance is practiced through mechanisms, processes 
and institutions through which citizens and groups articulate their interests, 
exercise legal rights, meet their obligations and mediate their differences.

Institutions are critical to governance as they carry out the task of channelling 
information about public goods, helping government in its regulatory function, 
reducing the probability of disputes and enforcing contracts or agreements 
through the judicial system, providing transparent mechanisms governing 
businesses to avoid or reduce corruption and hurdling bureaucratic obstacles, 
enhancing competition through a good regulatory structure, and ensuring that 
incentives are created to shape desired behaviour (WDR, 2002; Grigorian and 



Source: Edgar, L. et. al. (2006). Institute of Governance, p. 3.

Figure 1 . Interplay of Key Actors in Governance within the 
Socio-Economic Cultural and Political Context
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Martinez, 2000). It is now widely accepted that institutions play a key role in 
poverty reduction and economic growth. Political institutions have performed a 
significant function to safeguard the welfare and rights of citizens of the country 
and to warrant the unity and integrity of the nation. Strong institutions and good 
governance result in the overall development of the country.

The government’s ability to govern is gauged not simply on its capacity to 
pursue and realize development goals through the state’s management system 
but more importantly on its capability to catalyse social transformation and 
build a peaceful, prosperous, just, and humane society through the key actors of 
governance – government, civil society (including the voluntary or not-for-profit 
sector), private sector, and media.  The latter although not part of or controlled by 
the state, is a passionate actor who plays a strategic responsibility by providing the 
flow of information between the major actors. 

Figure 1 below graphically depicts the interlocking relationship between 
and among governance actors. There are no lucid boundaries between these 
players (in fact they overlap) as the sectors are permeable (e.g., state-owned/
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controlled organizations may bestride in both government and the private 
sector; government-funded civil society organizations (CSOs) also straddle two 
camps). They occupy the social and economic landscape within the context of the 
traditions, values and history that characterize society.  

Collaborative or interactive governance does not only broaden institutional 
pluralism but also strengthen the centrifugal forces of social pluralism. It 
maintains a constant balancing process between the governing needs and 
governing capacities. Inasmuch as no single actor, whether private or public, has 
the monopoly of knowledge and information required to solve complex, dynamic, 
and diversified problems nor a single actor exists who has sufficient overview 
to apply effective solutions to problems, it becomes imperative that the state as 
well as other governance actors worked together, fused at the central level and 
at the same time diffused at the local level, addressing local and national issues 
confronting the populace.

Given this context, the paper examines major trends in governance from 
former president Ferdinand Marcos to the current president Rodrigo Duterte in 
order to learn lessons from the country’s national experience. 

What Has Been Done: Trends and Gaps in Governance 
From Marcos To Duterte

This part of the paper examines in a comparative mode the type of governance the 
country has undergone for more than half a century in five areas: transparency 
and accountability; electoral politics; political party system; political participation; 
and populist politics.

 
Transparency and Accountability
Transparency and accountability (T&A) are considered by the United Nations as 
part of a set of principles of good governance (UNESCAP u.d.) as well as important 
elements in advancing human rights (UNHROHC u.d.). Equally, international 
development agencies like the World Bank (WB) and Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) regarded T&A as main dimensions of good governance (Kaufmann et.al. 
2006) and pillars of sound development management (ADB 1995, 1999).
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In over two decades, Gaventa and McGee (2013) reflect that T&A arose as 
significant governance tools in resolving developmental failures and democratic 
deficits. It is argued that corruption, inefficiency, and government wastage are 
substantially addressed when there is a high sense of T&A in government. 
Controlling corruption is thus only possible when government, citizens, and the 
private sector cooperate to ensure transparency and accountability. In addition, 
strengthening government’s T&A serve as key strategy for improving the delivery 
of public services and making progress in achieving development goals (Joshi 
2013).

Corruption continues to be a major issue in Philippine government and 
politics. The absence of an adequate, reliable mechanism to exact accountability 
and advance transparency in government transactions explains how corruption 
thrives and corrupt activities persist unpunished. The poor performance of the 
country in the following indicators: the World Bank’s Control of Corruption 
indicator; Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index (CPI); 
and the Political and Economic Research Consultancy (PERC) demonstrate the 
“wickedness” of corruption (Ocampo 2010, p. 45; Quah 2018, p. 56). It also explains 
how Marcos was able to use his position as president of the Philippines to become 
reputedly one of the biggest kleptocrats in history. Current estimates suggest that 
Marcos stole at least USD 10 billion which grew through illicit investments. The 
Marcos case displays the wide variety of forms of corruption that may occur in 
countries controlled by authoritarian political leaders (Sharman, 2009).

Similarly, democracy icon Corazon Aquino was not free from charges of 
corruption. While the former President herself  was often regarded as incorruptible, 
critics have accused her of turning a blind eye to family and friends who were 
said to be enriching themselves at the public’s expense (Greenwald 1990). 
Despite the repeated promises of every Philippine president since the advent of 
Corazon Aquino to extirpate graft and corruption in government, this promise 
not been realized. The ineffectual process of transparency and accountability over 
generations lead to the spread of corruption to the vital centres of government. 

In 2000, it was generally perceived that corruption had undermined investor 
confidence and reduced public’s faith in government’s sincerity and capability to 
combat corruption (World Bank, 2001). In the 2019 Corruption Perception Index 
(CPI) reported by Transparency International (TI), the Philippines ranked 113 
least corrupt out of 180 countries. This is 14 notches below the 2018 ranking and 



Table 1 . Corruption Control Indicator by Political Regime  
(1996-2019)

Source of Basic Data: WGI dataset, September 2020, World Bank

Philippine  
President 
 
                                   Year 

1996 2000 2005 2010 2015 2019 

Ramos -0.36      
Estrada  -0.51     
Arroyo   -0.62    
Arroyo/B. Aquino    -0.76   
B. Aquino     -0.45  
Duterte      -0.57 
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18 down from 2015 before Duterte became president. The country’s rank may 
seem better compared to during the Aquino III presidency when it ranked 129th 
(TI, 2020).

Over two decades (1996-2019), under the presidencies of Ramos, Estrada, 
Arroyo, Aquino, and Duterte, World Bank Indicators (WBI) show that corruption 
has not been abated. Table 1 displays the estimated governance scores ascribed to 
the Philippines in line with the aforesaid dimensions. The Worldwide Governance 
Indicators (WGI) assesses the country’s governance performance ranging from 
-2.5 (weak) to 2.5 (strong). On corruption control, the country has consistently 
obtained negative scores.

Transparency and accountability are the fundamental elements of abolishing 
corruption in either local or national government. Inasmuch as corruption is 
bad governance, tackling it, among others, include adequate and credible flow of 
information, strong civil society, effective and transparent financial management 
systems, and procurement regulations whose process are fair and open.

 
Electoral Politics
Philippine electoral politics has deep historical roots, commencing under the 
auspices of American colonial rule with the conduct of the first direct local 
elections in 1906 and the first national legislative election (Philippine Assembly) in 
1907. The Americans introduced the right of popular suffrage to the country. The 
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imposition of a system of voting in a predominantly feudal and agrarian society 
where patron-client relationship pervades effectively configures the relationship 
between the politician and voter. The patron-client relationship is defined as a 
mutual arrangement between a person who has authority, social status, wealth, or 
some other personal resource (patron/landlord) and another who benefits from 
the former’s resources (client/farmer or tenant) (see Landé, 1966 for details). 

Originating as a social custom, patron-client relationships became entrenched 
in politics and elections. Well-organized landlords traditionally got themselves 
elected to legislative and executive bodies of government. The peasants on their 
lands had no ability to organize and assert their interests. They voted as their 
landlords told them to do. This relationship persists, survives, and continues in 
the elections of the 21st century with few insignificant changes. Former governor 
Luis Villafuerte of Camarines Sur and previous Chairman of League of Governors 
of the Philippines admitted in an interview that in Philippine politics, vote-buying 
is less significant in electoral contests than the sense of gratitude of the people 
to the patron long before the election. Mr. Villafuerte emphasized “voting for a 
patron is not considered obnoxious” (italics provided) (McBeth 1991 p. 26).

The patron-client relationship is manifested where candidates for generations 
across seven political regimes distribute goods, services (infrastructure, health, 
dental, and medical, and welfare) during campaign period, and cash (especially 
on the eve of election day).  Voters (clients) on the other hand, seek material 
goods from candidates in exchange for their vote. Some civic organizations use 
the opportunity to ask for donations from politicians. Small enterprises make 
windfall profits through contracts with individual candidates for their campaign 
paraphernalia including t-shirts, calendars, balloons, pencils, and basketballs 
with their names emblazoned on it. Businesspersons support candidates whom 
they believe have a high probability of winning, rather than based on principles, 
in exchange for contracts and favours beneficial to their businesses. This type of 
“utilitarian” culture perseveres in Philippine society.

Beyond issues and platforms of government, a politician traditionally campaigns 
with promises of providing government jobs, financial assistance, educational 
support, and other personal aids. In turn, the voter supports the politician who can 
produce tangible and material benefits (positive transaction) or capability to inflict 
harm or punishment to those perceived to be their “enemies” and “exploiters”. The 
latter is what what then President Joseph Estrada projected to voters in the 1998 
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elections. As a movie actor for some four decades who played a lead role in over a 
hundred films, Estrada consistently acted as the defender of the poor, oppressed, 
and victims of injustices against rich and corrupt politicians. Estrada was seen as 
the “peoples’ hero.” Hence, when Estrada ran for President under the umbrella 
political coalition party of the opposition, Laban ng Makabayang Masang Pilipino 
(Struggle of the Patriotic Filipino Masses), he won with almost 40% of the overall 
votes. Low-income voters had identified themselves with Estrada’s mission to 
“liberate” the underprivileged from poverty and injustice.  

Moreover, the symbiotic relationship between the candidate and voter is 
demonstrated by the latter’s allegiance to the former by virtue of their collective 
affinity to the same province, region, or ethnolinguistic group. In the 1965 
presidential election Ferdinand Marcos (1965-1986) heavily relied on the 
so-called “solid north” as his strong electoral base in the contest against then-
incumbent Diosdado Macapagal. The concept of the “solid north” referred to 
northern Philippine provinces, particularly those of Ilocandia, Ilocano descent, 
or Ilocano-speaking regions (third largest ethnolinguistic group). Macapagal, 
on the other hand, relied on his home province, Pampanga, for votes. It is the 
same “solid north” that gave Marcos the support when he vied for another 
four-year term as president in 1965 under the 1935 Constitution and the 1986 
snap election. The latter event, however, was overtaken by the “People Power 
Revolution.” Beyond this, Marcos’ wife, Imelda, shored up votes from the Eastern 
Visayas region. Imelda Marcos hailed from the Leyte province, a part of the said 
region.  Additionally, Ferdinand Marcos received significant support from voters 
in Leyte and Eastern Visayas due to his wife’s familial connections to the region. 

Other presidents that succeeded Marcos likewise depended on the support 
of their home province or region aside from other provinces: Corazon Aquino 
(1986-1992), Tarlac, Central Luzon; Fidel Ramos (1992-1998), Pangasinan, Ilocos 
region; Joseph Estrada (1998-2001), San Juan, National Capital Region (NCR); 
Gloria Arroyo (2001-2010), Pampanga, Central Luzon; Benigno Aquino (2010-
2016), Tarlac, Central Luzon; and Rodrigo Duterte (2016-2022), Davao region. 
The symbiosis between candidates and the electorate mirrors the social values 
in the Philippine traditional system of values where personal relationships are 
expected to yield benefits to both patron and client. This relationship however 
does not create a sense of national community strong enough to strengthen the 
pillars of institutions and structures in building the nation.
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• Clans and Dynasties
Of equal importance to Philippine electoral politics is the role played by local 

clans and dynasties, warlords, and regional kingpins. Given the size of Filipino 
families and matrix of interrelationships that bind them, this ensures not only the 
political continuity and dominance of a particular clan in local politics but plays 
a major role in supporting the ascendancy, continuity, and downfall of Philippine 
presidents. Furthermore, the support of local clans for a particular politician 
running in a national election is indispensable in trying to convert mass popularity 
to actual votes. This is where the party machinery and local dynasties are found 
to be operating within the context of patronage (Brillantes 1990, Villacorta 1990, 
Teehankee 2001).

 In the 1988 local elections during Cory Aquino’s presidency, where new 
and non-traditional politicians emerged while traditional kingpins suffered 
some setbacks, political analysts remained unconvinced that this represented a 
significant and progressive indicator. In fact, majority of the seats in the local 
governmental units (LGUs) were kept in the hands of traditional politicians.  
Likewise, the 1987 Congressional elections results depicted the same political 
reality.  It exemplified the return of the pre-martial law contests among the 
oligarchs. The landlords, compradors, and traditional elites were back to their 
old power bases after the downfall of Marcos. Post-Marcos political regimes 
depict the alliances between dynastic political clans (Sidel, 1999). Social scientists 
explain this tendency to cling to old political traditions as emanating from the old 
feudal structure of Philippine society; dynasties are accepted by the tenant/voter 
as givens in Philippine politics (Buendia 1987, 2-3).

The 1992 national elections exemplified the return of the pre-martial law and 
continuity of contests among the landlords, compradors, oligarchs, and traditional 
elites. Of the 199 Congresspersons elected in May 1992, 132 had interests in land 
and agriculture, 17 in logging and 14 in mining; 145 were members of traditional 
political families or clans (Gutierrez, 1994, 4–5). Political dynasties have endured 
in the country and are considered to be the building blocks of politics. Teehankee 
(2018) documents that from 1987 to 2016 (from the presidency of C. Aquino 
to Benigno Aquino), elected legislators who belong to political clans comprised 
70.4% of the House of Representatives (HOR). In the 2013 mid-term elections, all 
80 provinces were littered with political families and 74% of the elected members 
of the HOR came from such dynastic groups (Purdey et al., 2016).
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Tadem and Tadem (2016) deduce that the concentration of political and 
economic power in the hands of clans and dynasties has contributed to 
dysfunctional Philippine democracy and an electoral system reminiscent of the 
pre-Marcos and martial law years. Political dynasties remain a feature of the 
country’s political landscape. Dynasties have not been dismantled in spite of the 
constitutional provision (Art 2, Sec. 26, 1987 Constitution) to prohibit them. 
Since members of Congress are often direct beneficiaries of political dynasties, it 
is unimaginable that such a law would be promulgated in the near future.

• 2022 Electoral Dynamics and the Automated Election System
Among the previous elections conducted in the country, the forthcoming 2022 

national and local elections keep up not only the personalist electoral politics 
but also the nonsensicality of political parties. Political parties are unable to 
distinguish themselves from each other.Therefore, the electorate is unable to 
differentiate the policy, ideology, or government program variations from one 
party to another. The ability of candidates and politicians to swing from one 
party to another illustrates that electoral parties are plainly factions of a single 
class – the elite. Parties do not mean anything to either politicians or voters. For 
brevity, Table 2 exhibits the array of political parties that main presidential and 
vice-presidential candidates have been previously affiliated with as well as their 
current political party for the upcoming elections.

As the quest for an honest, orderly, and peaceful elections endure in 
spite of the structural and institutional limitations of the electoral system, 
the country perseveres in employing appropriate technology for voting and 
electronic devices to count votes and consolidate results through the adoption 
of the automated election system (AES). From 2010 onwards, COMELEC has 
administered and will be using the electronic voting technology to speed the 
counting of ballots, reduce the cost of paying staff to count votes manually, 
provide improved accessibility for disabled voters, as well as publish the election 
results in a timely manner.

The AES did not intend to and cannot prevent perennial problems like vote-
buying, intimidation of voters, harassment of candidates, campaigning against 
militant groups, and the presence of military men and armed goons in precincts. 
Ensuring a clean, honest, and peaceful elections depend on the minds and hands 
of the electorates.  



Presidential/Vice 
Presidential 
Candidate 

Previous Party Affiliation COMELEC-Registered Party 
for the 2022 Presidential 
Election 

Lacson, Panfilo * 

 

• LDP (Laban ng Demokratikong Pilipino /Fight of 
Filipino Democrats) (2001-2004) 

• Independent (2004-2021) 
• UNA (United Nationalist Alliance) (2007-2010)  

Formerly from Partido para sa 
Demokratikong Reforma (Partido 
Reforma.), but as of March 24, 
Senator Lacson, resigned from 
the party. He is now running as 
an independent. 

Sotto, Tito@ • NPC (Nationalist People’s Coalition) (2007-
present) 

• UNA (2013-’15) 
• LDP (1987-2007) 

Partido Reforma 

Marcos, Bongbong: *
 

 

• Nacionalista Party (NP) (2009-2021) 
• KBL (Kilusang Bagong Lipunan/New Society 

Movement) (1980-2009) 

Partido Federal ng Pilipinas 
(Federal Party of the Philippines) 
or FPP 

Carpio-Duterte, Sara@

 
• Lakas-CMD (Partido Lakas Tao/People Power 

Party-Christian Muslim Democrats) (2021-2022) 
• Hugpong ng Pagbabago (Alliance for Change) 

(2007-2018) 

Partido Federal ng Pilipinas 

Moreno, Isko* 

 

• NP (2006-2012) 
• PMP (Pwersa ng Masang Pilipino/ Power of the 

Filipino Masses) (2012-2016) 
• UNA (2012-2014) 
• NUP (National Unity Party) (2016 -2021) 

Aksyon Demokratiko (Democratic 
Action) 

Ong, Willy@ • Lakas-CMD (2018-2021) Aksyon Demokratiko 
Pacquiao, Manny * 

 

• PDP-Laban (2012-’14) 
• NP- 2009-2010 
• UNA-2012-2016 

Probinsya Muna Development 
Initiative aka Promdi (Progressive 
Movement for the Devolution of 
Initiatives) 

Atienza, Lito@ • UNIDO (United Nationalist Democratic 
Organization) (1984-1987) 

• LP (Liberal Party) (1987-1991; 1998-2007) 
• PRP (People’s Reform Party) (1991-1998) 
• Lakas Kampi CMD (Partido Lakas Tao/People 

Power Party/Kabalikat ng Malayang 
Pilipino/Shoulder of Free Filipinos)-Christian 
Muslim Democrats) (2007-2009) 

• PMP (2010-2012) 
• Buhay Partylist (2012-2021) 

Promdi 

Robredo, Leni: * • LP (2013-2021) Independent 
Pangilinan, Francis@

 
• LDP (1988-1992) 
• Liberal Party (2001-2021) Independent 

Legend: Presidential Candidate: *    Vice-presidential Candidate: @

Table 2 . Presidential and Vice-Presidential Candidates and their 
Previous Party A�liation and Current Party for the 2022 Elections

Source of Basic Data: Author's Own Research

12 LESSONS AND PROSPECTS IN PHILIPPINE POLITICAL GOVERNANCE

Political Party System 
Departing from a two-party system, traditionally controlled by the Liberal and 
Nacionalista parties, the 1987 Constitution currently adopts a free and open party 
system. Nonetheless, the absence of any discernible ideological or philosophical 
differences between political parties made party-switching or “turncoatism” a 
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common feature of Philippine politics. What is important to the life of Philippine 
political parties is the accession or defection of village leaders, mayors, governors, 
congressmen, and senators toward the party with the spoils. 

After elections, politicians feel no obligation to their party. Loyalty shifts 
are justified by the “requirement of our constituents” or “dictates of patriotism” 
(Villacorta 90, 45). Some politicians often used Commonwealth President Manuel 
Quezon’s famous quote, “(M)y loyalty to my party ends where my loyalty to my 
country begins,” as a convenient excuse to switch political parties to serve their 
own interest. Thus, political principles and party affiliation take the back seat.

In 1972 when martial law was declared and an authoritarian government was 
established, several politicians abandoned their respective party affiliations and 
joined the monolithic party of Marcos - the KBL (Kilusang Bagong Lipunan or 
New Society Movement). Former oppositionists began to jockey for recognition 
and positions in the KBL leadership, bringing about disunity in the opposition 
party. And in 1986 when President Aquino assumed presidency through 
extra-constitutional means, a massive exodus of known KBL politicians who 
defended Marcos even in his last few days in power were able to successfully 
slip into the coalition party of Aquino under the wings of “reconciliation and re-
democratization.”

In the 1987 congressional elections and 1988 local elections, several KBL 
stalwart politicians ran under Aquino’s coalition party and reassumed power by 
riding on the crest of the regime’s popularity. Moreover, several Marcos cronies 
were even appointed to Cabinet posts and other high-ranking government 
positions. Several senators and traditional politicians who abandoned the people 
during the dark years of martial rule decided to return from the United States 
only when the downfall of Marcos has been imminent and are now back in power.

Table 3 below displays the number of Philippine Presidents from the third 
to fifth Republic who were affiliated with various political parties (sometimes 
associated with different political parties simultaneously). These parties had 
no distinguishing features in terms of   ideology, philosophy, standpoint, and 
viewpoint. For more than half-a-century, these attributes of the Philippine party 
system have survived and yet neither institutional nor structural changes have 
fundamentally altered. While the changing of parties in power corroborated 
the operation of “democracy,” it also heralded the deep popular dissatisfaction 
of people with every presidency. Croissant and Lorenz (2018) characterize the 



Republic No. / 
Year in Office  

President  Political Party Affiliation  

3rd Republic 
1965-1972 Ferdinand 

Marcos (under 
the 1935 
Constitution)

 

• Liberal (1946-1965) 
• Nacionalista (1965-1978) 

Martial Law/4th

 
Republic 

(1972-1981)
 

Ferdinand 
Marcos (under 
the 1973 
Constitution  

• KBL (Kilusang Bagong Lipunan/ New Society Movement) 
(1978-1986)

 
4th Republic 

1981-1986 Ferdinand 
Marcos/Corazon 
Aquino 

• Marcos – KBL (1978-1986) 
• Aquino – PDP-Laban (Partido Demokratiko Pilipino-Lakas ng 

Bayan/Filipino Democratic Party-People Power)/UNIDO 
(United Nationalist Democratic Organization) (1980-1987) 

5th Republic 

1986-1992 Corazon Aquino 
(under the 1987 
Constitution) 

• PDP-Laban (Partido Demokratiko Pilipino-Lakas ng 
Bayan/Filipino Democratic Party-People Power) (unspecified 
years of affiliation) 

• UNIDO (United Nationalist Democratic Organization) (1980-
1987) 

1992-1998 Fidel Ramos • Lakas-CMD (Partido Lakas Tao/People Power Party-
Christian Muslim Democrats) (1991-2009) 

• Lakas-KAMPI-CMD (Partido Lakas Tao/People Power 
Party/Kabalikat ng Malayang Pilipino/Shoulder of Free 
Filipinos)-Christian Muslim Democrats) (2009-present) 

1998-2001 Joseph Estrada • Nacionalista (1969-1988) 
• Liberal (1988-1991) 
• NPC (Nationalist People’s Coalition) (1991-1997) 
• Laban ng Makabayang Masang Pilipino/Pwersa ng Masang 

Pilipino (Struggle of the Patriotic Filipino Masses/Power of 
the Filipino Masses) (1997-2012) 

• UNA (United Nationalist Alliance) (2012-2015) 
• Hugpong ng Pagbabago (Alliance for Change) (2018-

present)  
2001-2010 Gloria Arroyo • Laban ng Demokratikong Pilipino (PDP/Fight of Filipino 

Democrats) (before 1998) 
• Kabalikat ng Malayang Pilipino (KAMPI/ Shoulder of Free 

Filipinos) (1997-2009) 
• Lakas-CMD (Partido Lakas Tao/People Power Party-

Christian Muslim Democrats) (1998-2009) 
• Lakas-KAMPI-CMD (Partido Lakas Tao/People Power 

Party/Kabalikat ng Malayang Pilipino/Shoulder of Free 
Filipinos)-Christian Muslim Democrats) (2009-2012; 2020-
2021) 

• PDP-Laban (Partido Demokratiko Pilipino-Lakas ng 
Bayan/Filipino Democratic Party-People Power) (2017-2020)
• Hugpong ng Pagbabago (Alliance for Change) (2018-present)
Liberal Party
• Nacionalista (1990-1998)
• Laban ng Makabayang Masang Pilipino (Fight of Nationalist 
Filipino Masses) (1998-2001)
• Liberal (2009-2015)
• PDP-Laban (Partido Demokratiko Pilipino-Lakas ng 
Bayan/Filipino Democratic Party-People Power) (2001-2009; 
2015-present)
• Hugpong ng Pagbabago (Alliance for Change) (2016-present

Table 3 . List of Presidents and Party A�liation from the 
Late �ird to Present Republic

Source of Basic Data: Author's Own Research

2010-2016 Benigno Aquino III
2016-2022 Rodrigo Duterte

14 LESSONS AND PROSPECTS IN PHILIPPINE POLITICAL GOVERNANCE
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Philippine party system as highly ‘defective elite democracy.’ The elite effectively 
remains in control over the country’s political processes and outcomes.

The Philippine party system hitherto is largely a one-party/multi-faction system 
despite the proliferation of political parties. Electoral candidates’ commonalities 
lie in their class bases, elite origins, and interests they represent. Hicken (2018) 
attributes the oligarchic control of political parties and paucity of politically 
active citizenry or mass organizations to the ‘under institutionalized’ Philippine 
political party system. He contends that an under-institutionalized political party 
hinders democratic consolidation and good governance as it undermines the 
ability of voters to hold politicians accountable and produces ambivalence among 
voters on the merits of a democratic society.

Political Participation
Political participation can be loosely defined as citizens’ activities affecting 
politics. These refer to civic activities that citizens use to take part in political 
processes and express their opinions and preferences. They are a critical part of 
any democracy. In the social sciences, the term “political participation” is often 
used to describe an action taken by a citizen to influence the outcome of a political 
issue. Citizens participate in varied forms to make his/her opinions/beliefs known 
by influencing, persuading, affirming or disputing decisions in authority. 

The health of a democratic nation is usually contingent on how active 
citizens participate in politics. Among others, political participation may take 
the following inter-connected forms: voting; protest/demonstrations/rallies; 
public consultation; petition signing; lobbying; blogging about a political issue; 
volunteering; making donations; joining an interest group; or occupying a private 
or public property as an act of protest. Given the limited space and broad area on 
political participation, the paper will focus on the political participation of non-
governmental organizations/peoples’ organizations/civil society organizations 
(NGOs/POs/CSOs) in the process of governance and on “peoples’ initiative.” 
Both are constitutional guarantees that assure peoples’ political participation. 

• NGO/PO/CSO-Government Dynamics: Collaboration For Whom?
In enjoining civil society as a partner in development, the 1987 Constitution 

has laid the framework in CSO-government co-operation. The strategic role of 
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civil society (including the voluntary or not-for-profit sector), specifically NGOs/
POs,1  in governance has been etched in Articles 2 and 13, Sections 23 and 15–16 
respectively. Likewise, the promulgation of the Local Government Code (LGC 
or Code) in 1991, otherwise known as Republic Act 7160, institutionalized the 
participation of NGOs/POs in the governance of local affairs.

Numerous provisions strewn out in the Code (too many to cite) have mandated 
the participation of NGOs/POs in planning and monitoring local government 
projects through ‘Local Special Bodies’. Equally, they can enter into an active 
partnership with Local Government Units (LGUs) in development work in 
terms of: (a) local governance; (b) joint undertakings; (c) preferential treatment 
for cooperatives and marginalized sectors; (d) assistance for economic, socially-
oriented, environmental, or cultural projects; and (e) people empowerment and 
strengthening accountability (Republic of the Philippines, 1991; Villarin, 1996).

The participation of CSOs in governance allows for authority and power to be 
shared in enacting policies and decisions affecting society’s public life, aspirations, 
and interests. It upholds the principles of inclusiveness and democratization in 
governance, and hence the empowerment of people organized outside of state’s 
apparatus. Yet, CSO involvement in governance does not necessarily translate 
to active participation or inclusion of the marginalized sectors in the process of 
governing. 

Despite constitutional guarantees and lawful assurances in establishing and 
consolidating state and civil society collaboration in governance, the patronage 
character of Philippine politics has undermined and weakened it. The élite-based 
political parties and traditional politicians who came back since the 1987 election 
and thereafter had debilitated the prospect of CSOs in governance. Post-Marcos 
political regimes depict the alliances between dynastic political clans (Sidel, 1999).

Time and again, state-NGOs/POs collaboration is an endeavour of political 
leaders to serve as their political machinery, otherwise known as government-
initiated NGOs (GRINGOs). For Gramsci (2000) civil society is a protective 
barrier, an ‘outer rampart’, of the state that reinforces the hegemony of ruling 
historical blocs of power. In the Philippines, a significant mechanism of hegemony 
is the clientelist alliance between the elite and different ‘sections’ of NGOs.

The conflict between the forces of state and CSOs emerged as early as 
January 1987, less than a year after the so-called “peoples’ revolution,” when 
the national peasant-based organization, Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas 
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(Peasants’ Movement of the Philippines) staged a demonstration against the 
state’s backtracking on its commitment to implement a comprehensive agrarian 
reform. The violent dispersal of demonstrators led to the death of 18 protesters 
and injured 74 others (51 demonstrators and 23 state security forces) – a situation 
reminiscent of the Marcos years. The incident was called the “Mendiola massacre.” 
The class suit filed by the relatives of the demonstrators who died in the massacre 
was unfortunately dismissed by the SC in 1993 (SC G. R. No. 84607, 1993). 

NGOs/POs continue to suffer from state’s repression despite government’s 
pronouncements to accommodate them in joint development undertakings. 
From 1988 to 1989 (Aquino’s “democratic” rule), Amnesty International 
estimated that 200 NGO/PO workers who were lawfully engaged in community 
development were victims of extra-judicial killings. (AI 1990, pp. 3 and 5). The 
relationship between the government and NGOs/POs was further strained when 
the former used some community-based organizations to support counter-
insurgency campaigns in late 1980s until early 1990s (transition period between 
the presidencies of Aquino and Ramos). This was done through the National 
Reconciliation and Development Program (NRDP) and Rebel Returnee 
Livelihood Assistance Financing Program (RRLAFP) where NGOs were used 
as conduits of funds for rebel returnees. The tactic of employing NGOs/POs2 
in counter-insurgency programs labelled as “development-oriented” drove the 
wedge deeper between “second-generation” and “third-generation” NGOs/POs.  
This undermined the solidarity even among NGOs and POs – a case of dividing, 
weakening, and co-opting of CSOs by the state. 

In 1990, during the presidency of Corazon Aquino, the elite-dominated 
Congress – consisting of the Senate and the House of Representatives (HoR – 
established the Countryside Development Fund (CDF). The CDF was a new 
consolidated ‘pork barrel’3 programme that allowed its members to channel 
development funds in their respective constituent areas through their own or 
‘favourite’ NGOs/POs either as a reward for electoral support or simply a conduit 
for their personal fund (Capino, 1996 as cited in Clarke, 1998, p. 80). Although 
CDF is controlled and managed by the Department of Budget and Management 
(DBM), politicians have a significant influence over its spending priorities. 

In 2000, the CDF was renamed Priority Development Assistance Fund (PDAF) 
under Joseph Estrada’s presidency. From 2008 (then under the presidency of 
Gloria Arroyo), every member of the HoR usually receives an annual PDAF 
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allocation of PhP 70 million (approx. USD 1.4 million), while every senator 
receives PhP 200 million (approx. USD 4.10 million). The President also benefits 
from a PDAF-like allocation: the President’s Social Fund (PSF) worth around PhP 
1 billion (approx. USD 20 million). Given the 304 and 24 members of the HoR 
and the Senate respectively, Congress has control of cumulatively over PhP 26 
billion (approx. USD 530 million) worth of discretionary funds. The PDAF has 
been widely known as a source of ‘grand corruption.’

In 2013, a PhP 10-billion (approx. USD 203 million) scam was exposed 
regarding the misappropriation of PDAF.  The scam ran from 2000 to 2013, 
covering three presidents – Estrada, Arroyo, and Aquino III. Reports from the 
Commission on Audit (COA) and investigations of the National Bureau of 
Investigation (NBI) showed that a highly influential individual, named Janet 
Napoles, connived with the members of Congress, Cabinet members, and local 
government officials to siphon out PDAF to non-existing NGOs and disbursed 
funds to ‘ghost projects’ and allocate spoils (people’s money) based on agreed 
sharing arrangements. In the wake of widespread corruption, petitions were filed 
before the SC that questioned the constitutionality of PDAF. In a unanimous 
decision of the SC, PDAF was declared unconstitutional in November 2013 (SC 
G.R. No. 208566/G.R. No. 208493/G.R. No. 209251, 2013).

The enfeebled state-CSO collaboration in governance is not only demonstrated 
in national governance but also in local governance. In a study of urban CSO in 
Metro Manila, Shatkin (2000) confirms that the policy of decentralization5 in the 
country was taken advantage of by a variety of politically powerful social groups, 
local political families, and international and domestic business interests which 
inhibit meaningful civil society participation, especially the underprivileged and 
deprived sectors of urban communities. The lack of institutional capacity among 
local governments in many cities and municipalities in the country constricts 
any significant participation of people in decision making and governance of 
local affairs.  The existence of powerful economic interests at the local level that 
compete with CSOs for influence has a similar effect. 

The engagement of CSOs in the political process that generated ‘consent’ with 
politicians has been a product of the clientelism that has typified Philippine political 
and social development. The cases cited clearly support Gramsci’s perspective on 
CSOs that maintain the hegemony of the elite over society through the collaboration 
or alliance between politically motivated CSOs and elitist political regimes.
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While both the Constitution and LGC have set in place the infrastructures 
for the participation of NGOs, POs, private sectors, and the people at large in 
meaningful governance, the important component of democracy continues to be 
unresolved – integrity of the electoral and selection process at the local level. The 
selection process of the leadership at the local levels must be made through a free, 
fair, honest, orderly, and competitive elections which will truly reflect the genuine 
will of the constituency. This is an issue not only limited to decentralization and the 
central-local relationship but also a serious concern of the national government 
itself. This issue involves a sweeping reform in the country’s electoral system.

• Party-list System
In the attempt to enlarge the involvement of the marginalized groups and 

parties in decision making and in response to the democratizing role of NGOs/
POs and CSOs in the 1986 “People Power Revolution,” the framers of the 1987 
Constitution adopted a German-style mixed-member system which allows other 
voices apart from the single-district representative to be heard in the halls of 
the HOR – the Party-List System (PLS) (see Sec 5, Art. 6, 1987 Constitution).  
However, the law on PLS was formulated in 1995 under Republic Act 79416 and 
was not implemented until the 1998 election; the first party-list representatives 
were appointed by President Aquino to serve from 1987 to 1997. It was under 
the presidency of Estrada that PLS candidates were able to campaign for the 1998 
poll. 

The PLS is a mechanism of proportional representation in the election 
of representatives to the HOR from national, regional, and sectoral parties or 
organizations or presidential coalitions that have successfully registered with 
the Commission on Elections (COMELEC). It is envisioned that by drawing 
people’s representation from the “masses,” a more democratic and legitimate 
political system would emerge. Nonetheless, the impact of the party system on 
the democratization process was insubstantial if not negligible. 

Contrary to the German-style where more than one-half of the total seats 
in the legislature (the Bundestag) are allocated to party lists using proportional 
representation, the Philippines reserves no more than 20% of the total number of 
representatives of the HOR to party list groups. The PLS law further states that 
“parties, organizations, and coalitions receiving at least 2% of the total votes cast 
for the party-list system shall be entitled to one seat each” and an additional seat 
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for every 2% of the vote thereafter until a party has a maximum of three seats. 
This means that a party can win three (3) seats if it surpasses 6% of the national 
vote. This low threshold and restriction in representation simply lead to small 
parties with narrow interests.

Originally conceived under the law that party list representatives shall 
constitute the marginalized and underrepresented 12 sectors of society, i.e., labor; 
peasant; urban poor; indigenous communities; women; youth; fisherfolk; elderly; 
handicapped; overseas Filipino workers; veterans; and professional groups, the 
2013 decision of the Supreme Court (SC) widened the representation to various 
kinds of groups and parties, not limited nor exclusive to the less privileged sectors 
(Aning 2013). Hence, national parties or organizations and regional parties need 
not organize along sectoral lines and do not require to be representative of the 
deprived sector. 

Consequently, the judicial ruling allows traditional and elitist politicians 
to form their own or join “affiliate” party list organizations either to regain or 
retain their power and influence in the HOR. In May 2019 elections, for example, 
President Rodrigo Duterte referred to the PLS as an “evil” where “they are named 
after labourers, but their nominees are millionaires,” such that the system no 
longer served its intended purpose of helping the poor (Romero 2019). The 
President’s assertion seems to have some merit. Some party-list groups are either 
highly influenced or controlled by elitist and traditional politicians as well as 
political clans (Wurfel 1997).

The traditional elitism in Philippine political party system from Marcos to the 
present regime is one of the biggest obstructions to the fulfilment of democratic rule 
and good governance. As Hicken (2018) articulates, the sub-institutionalization 
of the country’s political party system thwarts the realization of a free society and 
representative governance; its weakness fosters “democracy deficit” (Hutchcroft 
and Rocamora 2003); and adds to systemic lack of accountability (Montinola 
1999).

• Peoples’ Initiative
Another form of people’s participation in governance is through the peoples’ 

initiative. This involves the mechanisms of plebiscite, referendum, initiative, and 
recall following the mandate of the Constitution (Art 10, Sec. 3). Amendments to 
the 1987 Constitution on the other hand shall be made through peoples’ initiative, 
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requiring a petition of at least 12% of the total number of registered voters, of 
which every legislative district must be represented by at least 3% of the registered 
votes therein (Art 17, Sec 2), apart from the conduct of constitutional convention 
or vote of two-thirds of all members of Congress. An enabling act, the Initiative 
and Referendum Act (IRA) or RA 6735 was passed in Congress in 1989 towards 
the implementation of aforecited constitutional provisions. 

Two attempts were made to amend the 1987 Constitution using “peoples’ 
initiative.” In 1997, a year before the end of Fidel Ramos’s presidency, the People’s 
Initiative for Reform Modernization and Action (PIRMA), started a signature 
campaign to shift the presidential system of government to a parliamentary 
system and lift the term limits on elected officials, including Ramos himself. The 
initiative was denied by the SC on the ground that it does not have “enough” 
enabling law to revise the Constitution (SC G.R. No. 174153, 2006).

The second attempt was made by then President Gloria Arroyo when she 
urged the legislature to draft an amended constitution that will replace it 
from presidential-unitary to parliamentary-federal in her “State of the Nation 
Address” (SONA) in 2005 (Buendia 2006). She then constituted the Consultative 
Commission led by former UP President, Jose Abueva, to draw up a plan for a 
unicameral-parliamentary system of government and decentralizes more power 
from the central to LGUs. 

Likewise, Arroyo caused the organization of Sigaw ng Bayan (Voice of the 
People) as a “peoples’ initiative” mode in altering the constitution. Sigaw was 
similarly joined by the Union of Local Authorities of the Philippines (ULAP)7  
which advocates for charter change. However, like the SC’s previous decision in 
2006 (Ramos term), it was decided with finality that the initiative failed to comply 
with the basic requirements of the Constitution for conducting a people’s initiative, 
and that peoples’ initiative cannot introduce revisions but only amendments 
(GMA 2006). It argued that changing the form of government, from presidential 
to parliamentary, or abolishing a house of Congress, such as the Senate, are 
revisions, which cannot be done by a people’s initiative (SC G.R. No. 174153, 
2006). Another reason for the rejection of the initiative was the inability of the 
sponsors to show to the signatories the full text of the proposed amendments 
before asking them to sign the petition (PDI 21 May, 2013).

Notwithstanding from endeavours to amend the Constitution, peoples’ 
initiative was equally used to introduce statutes yet ended up unsuccessfully. The 
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first effort to propose a statute through this process was the “2014 Peoples’ Initiative 
Against Pork” (PIAP). This is a peoples’ and multi-sectoral movement that started 
in Cebu City to abolish congressional and presidential pork barrel, because of 
the exposure of the 2013 PhP 10 billion (approx. USD 203 million) scam on the 
misappropriation of PDAF, popularly known as “pork barrel.” The scam involved 
three presidents – Estrada, Arroyo, and Aquino III.  Cebu Archbishop Jose 
Palma, one of the movers of PIAP, lamented that the intervention of politicians to 
preclude the signing of the petition contributed to the lackadaisical participation 
of the people as the former are against the obliteration of “pork” (Mayol and 
Matus 2015).

The second bid to delve into peoples’ initiative was when ABS-CBN Broadcasting 
Network was denied by the House Committee on Legislative Franchises for a 
fresh 25-year franchise application on 20 July 2020 (Cervantes 2020a) due to 
several issues including the citizenship of ABS-CBN chair emeritus Mr. Gabby 
Lopez, violation of the constitutional limits on foreign ownership, reported labor, 
and tax violations, and other violations of the terms of its legislative franchise 
among others (Cervantes 2020b). 

While civil society organizations, professional and legal groups, and other 
supporters of ABS-CBN have seriously mused on peoples’ initiative to legally grant 
the Network’s franchise, the tedious process of petition signing,8 COMELEC’s 
verification of signatures and its weak administrative capability to process the 
petition, and legal challenges it will face in the Supreme Court in case the use of 
peoples’ initiative was employed to grant franchise to ABS-CBN,  have led the 
Network’s followers to discontinue their effort. 

Populist Politics
The continuing failure of governance and unrelenting corruption, sustained elitism 
in the political system, and concentration of power in the central government for 
more than three decades after the fall of Marcos authoritarian regime have led to 
the rise of populism. People search for populist leaders—belonging to the ‘non-
elite’ class and who can identify themselves with the interests and aspirations of 
the masses. Although populist leaders are very much part of the economic and 
political elite, they can project themselves as anti-elite and adept in associating 
themselves with the hopes and desires of the poor.
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While Thompson (2010) appraises the post-Corazon Aquino regime (1986-
1992) as a period where ‘reformism’ and ‘populism’ oscillate, only two (2) of 
the five presidents were considered populists, namely: Joseph Estrada (1998-
2001) and Rodrigo Duterte (2016—present). Even if Estrada’s presidency was 
cut short by another mass mobilization, dubbed as ‘People Power 2’ or ‘EDSA 
Dos’ in January 2001, after he was pilloried for corruption, drinking, gambling, 
womanizing, and even for his poor English, his ascendancy to the presidency 
was notable. He was elected as president not only due to his extensive experience 
in local and national politics (34 years as a politician) but more importantly due 
to the image he projected as a movie actor defending the poor against injustices 
committed by the rich and powerful in the country. Notably, actors, actresses, 
singers, basketball players, boxers, and other celebrities do break political clans 
and dynasties in winning electoral posts as a consequence of their fame and 
attractiveness to the masses (Buendia, 1993; Pertierra, 2017).

As an actor for nearly 40 years, playing lead roles as a ‘compassionate 
gangster’ in over 100 movies and producing more than 70 films, Estrada gained 
the endearment of the masses. The latter would identify themselves with the 
struggles of the former as their ‘hero’ in movies against prejudices, inequalities, 
and discrimination exacted by filthy rich and corrupt politicians. He captured 
the minds and hearts of the poor as if he knew how the poor lived, laboured, 
suffered, and wrestled with everyday life (Hedman, 2001). Estrada’s populism 
was expressed in his slogan “Erap para sa mahirap” (Erap9 for the poor) in the 
1998 presidential election when he won by landslide, garnering almost 40% of the 
votes while the second got only 15%. Unfortunately, his unconstitutional ouster 
from power in 2001 was instigated by the Catholic Church, powerful political and 
business clans, middle-and upper-middle class CSOs, and former Presidents with 
the endorsement of the US.10 

Like Estrada’s case, Duterte clinched the presidency in 2016 with almost 40% 
of the votes while his closest rival, Mar Roxas (grandson of former Philippine 
president and old-rich powerful clan) simply got 23%. Riding the crest of the 
wide-scale drug threat in the country, Duterte campaigned for zero criminal 
tolerance against drug lords, drug addicts, and criminal syndicates as what he did 
for 22 years in Davao City (situated in the southern island of Mindanao) as Mayor, 
and restored peace and order in the city. Likewise, he blamed the rich, elite, and 
oligarchs for the poverty of the people as well as traditional politicians for not 
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doing enough to alleviate the destitute condition of the poor and marginalized 
sectors.

As the first president who came from a province of Mindanao, Duterte also 
crusaded the substantial transfer of political power from the metropolitan-centre 
Manila to the regions and provinces through the reorganization of the country’s 
political structure from a unitary to federal state with the aim of extinguishing 
the age-old centralism of the national government in Metro Manila. Finally, 
comparable to Estrada who abhors foreign intervention, Duterte advanced 
nationalism by detesting Western, specifically US, intrusion into domestic affairs. 
His inclination to ally with the Peoples’ Republic of China (PRC) and Russia 
to check the influence of the US and other Western powers over the country’s 
internal concerns has been hailed the Philippines’ ‘independent foreign policy’.

In spite of some criticisms on Duterte’s brand of populism as ‘fascism’ (Bello, 
2017) and ‘return of national boss rule’ (Quimpo, 2017), drawn from the works 
of Sidel (1999) and Kreuzer (2016), due to the massive ‘extra-judicial killings’ 
of drug addicts and drug lords and ‘human rights violations’, Duterte maintains 
peoples’ adoration and admiration on his policies. In the December 2020 Pulse 
Asia survey, Duterte recorded a 91% approval rating in its nationwide opinion 
poll, higher by four percentage points that he secured in December 2019 and 
a 91% trust rating which is eight points higher in the same month a year ago 
(Reuters, 2020). In a Pulse Asia survey in December 2021, Duterte’s approval 
rating climbed up to 72% in the poll conducted from December 1 to 6 – this 
went up from the 64% he got in the survey done in September (GMA News Dec 
2021). In another survey, Duterte obtained an overall approval rating of 70% in 
December 2020, an improvement from his 65% score in August 2020, and a ‘high 
trust’ rating of 62% compared to 55% four months before. Among the top traits of 
Duterte that figured out from the survey were ‘love for the Philippines’, ‘concern 
for Filipinos’, and ‘responsible, pro-poor, and sincere/ authentic’ (Parrocha 2020).

Contextualizing the rise of populism in the Philippines, it is a reaction of the 
people on the failure of the democratic institutions to conclusively address the 
age-old problems of corruption, peace and order, elitism, poverty, and injustice. 
Keane (2009) describes populism as democracy’s autoimmune disease. It is not 
only an indicator of the break-down of democracy, but populism has the potential 
to prevent the emergence of democratic conventions. In Webb and Curato’s 
study (2020), they conclude that the lack of outrage on Duterte’s leadership is a 
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response to the people’s frustration with liberal democracy which fail to resolve 
‘unspeakable miseries’ as well as the mass reaction to the ‘democracy in the 
Philippines (which) has long been a legitimating discourse for anti-democratic 
practices of power’ (p.63).

Conclusion and Advocacies: 
Addressing the Historical Trends and Gaps in Governance 
Through Multiparty System and Holistic Governance

Fifty-seven years of governance from Presidents Marcos to Duterte, inclusive of 
thirty-six years of a regime professed to be democratic, the country’s personalistic 
governance has largely contributed to the growing corrosion of political 
institutions. The pathologies of the country’s electoral system have weakened the 
legitimacy of government. The feeble party system, turncoatism, massive cheating 
like vote-buying, patronage politics, elitism, violence, and other corrupt practices 
of election officials have undermined the legitimacy not only of elected officials 
of government but also emasculated the processes and institutions of democracy. 
Moreover, traditional political dynasties have returned after a national cacique 
had been overthrown in 1986. Unfortunately, despite a series of ‘democratic’ rule, 
the institutions and systems of governance were unable to shore up the nation 
from post-Marcos poverty, economic independence, and mass democracy.

For the upcoming administration, it would be difficult to completely resolve 
post-colonial national governance issues in a matter of six years. However, 
it is possible to plant the seeds of good and effective governance given the 
circumstances, opportunities, as well as limitations. As discussed earlier, 
governance focuses on the formal and informal actors and institutions involved 
in decision/policy- making and implementing the decisions/policies as well as on 
formal and informal structures created and or provided by the state or by power-
wielding conventions designed to arrive at and implement decisions. Further, 
governance is practiced through mechanisms, processes and institutions through 
which citizens and groups articulate their interests, exercise legal rights, meet 
their obligations and mediate their differences.

Solving multi-faceted and multi-dimensional problems that cut across 
socio-economic-cultural and political boundaries requires new approaches and 
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institutionalization of a principle and ideology-based multiparty system and 
holistic governance. These are briefly discussed:

• Multiparty System
In a country where the electoral party is weak and political parties are 

personality-based, it would be best to shift to a multiparty system where political 
parties are differentiated based on platforms and programs or policies of 
government, principles, and ideologies. In a multiparty system, parties developed 
their potential and capacity to gain power and control of government or coalesce 
with other parties with similar or related programs of government or ideologies. 
Through a strong multiparty system, the process of democratization is made 
more robust and energetic as more ideas, political programs, and public policies 
are debated and presented to the people to choose from.

Additionally, multiparty system reinforces the use of proportional 
representation. This builds up the distribution of seats that reflect the range of 
a population’s views on policy reforms and national vision and direction of the 
country. A multi-party system equally prevents the leadership of a single party 
from controlling the legislature without challenge – a natural way for government 
and opposition to manage their conflicts in democracies.

• Holistic Governance
Government needs to become more holistic and more preventive by shifting 

efforts away from curing problems and putting more focus on outcomes such as 
better health, lower unemployment or less crime, and on changing the political 
cultures and mindsets of constituents. Holistic governance, compared to traditional 
public administration and new public management, poses a daunting challenge 
to current level of governance. The nature and goal of holistic governance is the 
creation of a new paradigm in which it directly appeals to the needs of the public. 

Developed by British scholar Perri 6 in his 1997 book, Holistic Government, he 
argues that to avoid governance fragmentation derived from functional divisions, 
government should be holistic (integrated across public sector), preventive 
(moving away from curing to the prevention of problems), culture-changing 
(concentrated around persuasion and information rather than coercion and 
command), and results-oriented (focused on outcome not measures of activity). 
He advocates three strategies to institutionalize holistic governance in his and 
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associates’ 2002 book, Towards Holistic Governance: The New Reform Agenda. 
These are online governance infrastructure, integrated governmental structure, 
and active bureaucracy.

Briefly, online governance offers all government services that are integrated 
among different levels of government, integrated among different departments, 
and integrated among different websites. This requires three dimensions 
of website integration: integration among different levels of governments, 
integration among different departments, and integration among websites; 
hence a single government portal can offer a whole range of integrated services. 
Peng (u.d.) contends that online governance will be the main driver for holistic 
governance. Once understood and accepted by political actors, administrators, 
and the public, he claims that the integration problems of administrative activities 
and website presentation can be solved professionally and administratively rather 
than politically.

Secondly, promoting an integrated government organization calls for two (2) 
dimensions: horizontal departmental integration and integration with a matrix 
type organizational framework. A matrix type organizational framework refers 
to the combination of functional departments and the cross-cutting departments 
that serve the purpose of coordinating cross-boundaries issues. Cross-cutting 
departments include departments of human resource management, planning, 
and information technology. The integration of government functions needs 
not only an integrating mechanism but also a changing of values structure in 
government operation. 

The value system of a well-integrated organization requires values that include 
integrity, accountability, service, equity, innovation, teamwork, excellence, honesty, 
commitment, quality, openness, communication, recognition, trust, effectiveness, 
leadership and ideas (Kernaghan et al, 2000, 269). These organizational values 
are dynamic, interactive, forward-looking, and active in nature. Cultivating these 
values and making them the backbone of governmental operation demands a 
different breed of civil servant.

Finally, and in relation to the second strategy, holistic governance becomes 
a reality when an active civil service exists. As articulated by Denhardt and 
Denhardt in their New Public Service (2003), the public sector has to possess 
the following qualities (Denhardt and Denhardt 2003, 189): commitment toward 
organizational values; dedication to serve the public; staunchness to empowerment 
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and leadership sharing; and allegiance to pragmatic incrementalism. An active 
civil service therefore needs a new system of human resources management 
that recruits and selects civil servant possessing qualities like moral sense, firm 
commitment, and initiative taking. When the governing environment becomes 
even more complex and delicate, the knowledge expertise required of these civil 
servants will be enormous. A new development plan for civil servants’ career has 
to be created accordingly. And only when the idea of holistic governance enters 
civil servants’ blood stream and integrated operations become natural can the 
success of holistic governance be achieved (Richards and Kavanagh, 2000: 9).

Gawthrop (1998) further asserts that administrators should have strong 
democratic and ethical convictions, deep belief in the superior values of democracy, 
and the moral vision of democracy (p. 24). In the final analysis, modern holistic 
governance is a matter of democratic rule where people’s sovereignty is respected 
rather than trampled upon. It is a question where power is ultimately held in 
the hands of the populace in so far as political leaders serve as representatives 
of the multitude, and political institutions operate as instruments in advancing 
popular will. Evidently that political leadership will play the most important 
role in achieving the momentum that the holistic governance ideal demands. In 
a similar manner, the extent of political leaders’ and institutions’ legitimacy is 
limited by people’s support. 
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1 NGOs are intermediaries between the State and POs. POs are grassroots organizations generally 
composed of disadvantaged individuals and work voluntarily to advance their members’ material or social well-
being (see Clarke, 1998, p. 3).

2  The “second-generation” and “third-generation” NGOs/POs refer to the difference in their 
development strategies. “Second-generation” employs community development which focuses on local inertia 
and develops capacities of local people to meet their own needs. The “third-generation” calls for a more political 
involvement in the form of support conscientization activities, and beyond that, for empowerment.

3  Pork barreling is known to have been derived from the practice of slaveholders in the pre-Civil 
War American South of sharing salted pork from barrels with slaves who scurry for their share (Evans 2004). 
Eventually, it was used as a metaphor for the appropriation of government spending for localized projects secured 
solely or primarily to bring money to a representative’s district. Typically, “pork” involves national funding 
for government programs whose economic benefits are concentrated in a particular area but whose costs are 
spread among all taxpayers, to benefit local constituents for election or re-election purposes of representatives. 
Examples are public works projects, agricultural subsidies, and commercial support. 

4  Exchange rate is approximately PhP 50 to USD1.
5  The decentralization policy is embodied in the 1991 Local Government Code (LGC).
6  This Act, which is a consolidation of House Bill No. 3043 and Senate Bill No. 1913, was finally passed 

by the House of Representatives and the Senate on February 28, 1995.
7  The Union of Local Authorities of the Philippines (ULAP) is the umbrella organization of all leagues 

of local government units and locally elected government officials, and was formed in 1998, registered in 1999, 
and further endorsed through Executive Order 351, series of 2004.

8  As obliged by Sec. 5 of RA 6735, initiative on statutes necessitate a petition of at least ten per centum 
(10%) of the total number of the registered voters, of which every legislative district is represented by at least 
three per centum (3%) of the registered voters. 

9  Estrada’s moniker is “Erap,” the reversed spelling of “pare,” Filipino slang for friend or buddy.
10  See ‘Duterte is right, Estrada insists,’ Manila standard, 2016, p. 23 Oct. Available from <https://

manilastandard.net/news/-main-stories/top-stories/219537/duterte-is-right-estrada-insists.html>
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